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the constitutionconstitutions birthday
it was 200 years ago this summer that an extraordinary groupgroup

of men produced an extraordinary document the united states
constitution the debates during that steamy summer in

phildelphiaphiladelphiaPhildelphia in 1787 gave the world for the first time in history
a system designed to restrict the power of the government

rather than limit the freedom of the governed the document and
the government have endured for two centuries we encourage
all alaskansalaskasAlaskans to join in the celebration

but lets make sure this is a summer of celebration not venera-
tion the constitution is the western worlds greatest contribu-
tion to political philosophy but it was not handed down to earth
by the divine

in a recent speech associate justice thurgood marshall of the
united states supreme court said americans shouldwellshouldshouldwellwell note
not only what the constitution contained but what it left out 200
years ago there were no women arguing the rights of man no
black faces among the rows of delegates and while there were
bitter arguments about slavery the greatest declaration of human
rights did not outlaw the brutish enslavement of one people by
another for all the genius reflected in the constitution it wasnt
until the 20th century that an american woman could vote for
president and that a black man could sit anywhere he wanted
on a public bus or a movie theater

theres another point we would like to add to justice marshallsmarchallsMar shalls
I1listist ofcommissionsofommissionsommissionsofomommissions the sole reference in the constitution to the
orginalordinal inhabitants of the new country was a simple clause giv-
ing congress the power to regulate commerce among the several
indian tribes
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americans as a people and america as an institution had
a hard time figuring out where natives really fit in the moral and
political picture of the nation federal indian policy has been like
a big rubber band stretching out and snapping back from negotia-
tion to extermination from assimilation back to negotiation for
the past 200 years in the mind of america that rubber band was
never quite able to hold togetherall the rights of all the people
all at the same time

but somehow even with the blemishes we note here the con-
stitutionstit ution has done the job for two centuries it is a testament to
the genius of the constitution that now 200 years after the framers
left women and blacks out of the document that thurgood mar-
shall a black man sits on the highest court of land sharing
the bench with a woman justice sandra day OCooconriorocomiormior it Is also
a testament to the flexibility and the possibilities of the 200 year
old system that alaska natives used it to win a stunning victory
in settlement of ancient land claims

so during this bicentennial summer those who were left out
or passed over by the constitution blacks women nativess

have a better reason to celebrate that other americans for
Usits the constitution is notanot a sacred document written in stone
it iiss a living document we have ifusedsed to assert our rights as free
and equal human beings
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